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AN INVERSE PROBLEM FOR THE LINEAR BOLTZMANN EQUATION WITH
TIME-DEPENDENT COEFFICIENT
MOURAD BELLASSOUED AND YOSRA BOUGHANJA
ABSTRACT. In this paper, we study the stability in the inverse problem of determining the time dependent
absorption coefficient appearing in the linear Boltzmann equation, from boundary observations. We prove in
dimension n ě 2, that the absorption coefficient can be uniquely determined in a precise subset of the domain,
from the albedo operator. We derive a logarithm type stability estimate in the determination of the absorption
coefficient from the albedo operator, in a subset of our domain assuming that it is known outside this subset.
Moreover, we prove that we can extend this result to the determination of the coefficient in a larger region, and
then in the whole domain provided that we have much more data. We prove also an identification result for the
scattering coefficient appearing in the linear Boltzmann equation.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
This article is devoted to the study of the problem of determining the absorption and scattering properties
of a bounded, convex medium Ω Ă Rn, n ě 2 from the observations made at the boundary. We denote by
S “ Sn´1 the unit sphere of Rn, Q :“ S ˆΩ and for T ą 0, we denote QT “ p0, T q ˆQ. We consider the
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2 MOURAD BELLASSOUED AND YOSRA BOUGHANJA
linear Boltzmann equation
(1.1) Btu` θ ¨∇upt, x, θq ` apt, xqu “ Lkruspt, x, θq in QT ,
where a P L8pp0, T q ˆ Ωq and Lk is the integral operator with kernel kpx, θ, θ1q defined by
(1.2) Lkruspt, x, θq “
ż
S
kpx, θ, θ1qupt, x, θ1qdθ1.
The function u represent the density of particles at x traveling in the direction θ, apt, xq is the absorption
coefficient at x in the time t, and kpx, θ, θ1q is the scattering coefficient (or the collision kernel). Let Γ˘
denote the incoming and outgoing bundles
(1.3) Γ˘ “ tpx, θq P Γ : ˘θ ¨ νpxq ą 0u , Σ˘ “ r0, T s ˆ Γ˘, Γ “ BΩˆ S,
where ν “ νpxq denotes the unit outward normal to BΩ at x. The medium is probed with the given radiation
(1.4) u|Σ´ “ f´.
The exiting radiation u|Σ` is detected thus defining the albedo operator Aa,k that takes the incoming flux
f´ to the outgoing flux u|Σ`
(1.5) Aa,krf´s “ u|Σ` .
In this paper, we will study the uniqueness and the stability issues in the inverse problem of determining the
time-dependent absorption coefficient a and the scattering coefficient k from the albedo operator Aa,k. We
consider three different sets of data and we aim to prove that the absorption coefficient a can be recovered
in some specific subdomain of p0, T q ˆ Ω, by probing it with disturbances generated on the boundary and
we obtain also an identification result for the scattering coefficient k.
For general relevant references on theoretical inverse problems, we refer the reader to [17, 21, 25, 27, 30].
For general references and earlier review papers on inverse transport, we refer the reader to e.g. [1, 23, 28].
Inverse transport theory has many applications, in medical imaging are optical tomography [3, 25] and
optical molecular imaging [11]. Applications in remote sensing in the atmosphere are considered in [22].
Inverse transport can also be used efficiently for imaging using high frequency waves propagating in highly
heterogeneous media; see e.g. [7, 8].
Most of the paper will be concerned with answering the questions of what may be reconstructed in a
and k from knowledge of the albedo operator Aa,k and with which stability estimate. This is the inverse
transport problem.
The problem of identifying coefficients appearing in the linear Boltzmann equation was treated very
well and there are many works related to this topic. The uniqueness of the reconstruction of the optical
parameters from the albedo operator for the stationary Boltzmann equation, both in the case that the the
time-independent absorption coefficient a depend only on position x and the case that a depend also on the
direction θ, was proved by Choulli and Stefanov in [13] and Tamasan [31]. As for the stability results was
obtained in the stationary Boltzmann equation in two or three dimensional case under smallness assumptions
for the absorption and the scattering coefficients by Romanov [26, 27] and in two-dimensional case under
smallness assumptions for the scattering parameter by Stefanov and Uhlmann [30]. In three or higher
dimensions, stability of the reconstruction results of general scattering and absorption coefficients were
established by Bal and Jollivet [5]. In [29] it is shown that the albedo operator determines the pairs of
coefficients up to a gauge transformation, and a stability estimate for gauge equivalent classes was proved
for the stationary transport equation in [24].
In the case of the dynamic transport equation or linear Boltzmann equation (1.1) with time independent
coefficients, unique recovery of the pair pa, kq from knowledge of the albedo operator (1.5) was shown by
Choulli and Stefanov in [12], and stable recovery of the absorption coefficient a was proved by Cipolatti,
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Motta and Roberty in [15] and Cipolatti [14]. This latter result is extended to stable determination of the
time-independent pair pa, kq from the albedo map by Bal and Jollivet in [4]. However, in this article, we
deal with the case where a depend on the spacial variable x and the time t.
However, all the mentioned above papers are concerned only with time-independent coefficients. Inspired
by the work of Bellassoued and Ben Aı¨cha [9] and Ben Aı¨cha [10] for the the dissipative wave equation,
we prove in this paper stability estimates in the recovery of the time-dependent absorption coefficient a
appearing in the dynamical Boltzmann equation via different types of measurements and over different
subdomain of p0, T q ˆ Ω.
The Linear Boltzmann equation is one of the mathematical models to support the diffuse optical tomog-
raphy, here the inverse problem can be set up associated with a map from the input data on one portion of
the boundary to the measurement on the other portion, this map is the albedo operator. Depending on the
data-acquisition method in the experiments, the measurement can take various forms.
Literature dealing with the inverse problem of recovering time-dependent potentials of the transport equa-
tion is rather sparse. In the current work, we show that it is possible to logarithm-stably recover the time-
and-space-dependent coefficients of the linear Boltzmann equation (1.1) in a suitable region dependent on
the disturbance used to probe the medium.
From a physical view point, our inverse problem consists in determining the time dependent absorp-
tion coefficient and the scattering coefficient k in the linear Boltzmann equation (1.1) by probing it with
disturbances generated on the boundary and the initial data.
The unique determination of the time-dependent coefficient a in the whole domain p0, T qˆΩ is fails (see
Theorem 1.3) if we assume that the medium is quiet initially (u0 “ 0) and our data are only the response
Aa,kpfq where f denotes the disturbance used to probe the medium.
Further, we proved a log-type stability estimate for the time-dependent absorption coefficient a with
respect to the albedo operator in a subset of p0, T q ˆ Ω. By assuming that we know upT, ¨, ¨q, with u0 “ 0,
we extended this result to a larger region and finally, we proved a log-type stability estimate for this problem
over the whole domain p0, T qˆΩ when our data is the response of the medium for all possible initial states.
1.1. Notations and well-posedness of the linear Boltzmann equation. We start by examining the well-
posedness of the following initial-boundary value problem for the linear Boltzmann equation (1.1)
(1.6)
$’’’&’’’%
Btu` θ ¨∇upt, x, θq ` apt, xqu “ Lkruspt, x, θq in QT :“ p0, T q ˆQ,
up0, x, θq “ u0px, θq in Q :“ S ˆ Ω,
upt, x, θq “ fpt, x, θq on Σ´.
In order to well define the albedo operator as a trace operator on the outcoming boundary, we consider the
spacesLp˘ pΣ˘q :“ Lpp0, T ;LppΓ˘, dξqq, where dξ “ |θ ¨ νpxq|dxdθ, equipped with the norm
}f}Lp˘ pΣ˘q “ }f}Lpp0,T ;LppΓ˘,dξqq.
We introduce the spaces
Wp :“ tu P LppQq, θ ¨∇u P LppQq;
ż
Γ
|θ ¨ νpxq|upx, θq|pdθdx ă 8u.
We also consider the operator A : DpAq Ñ LppQq, defined by pAuqpx, θq “ θ ¨∇upx, θq, with
DpAq “ tu PWp; u|Γ` “ 0u.
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Let ΩT “ p0, T q ˆ Ω. Given M0,M1,M2 ą 0, we consider the set of admissible coefficients a and k
ApM0q “ ta P C1pΩT q; }a}L8pΩT q ďM0u.
KpM1,M2q “ tk P L8pΩ, L2pS ˆ Sqq;
ż
S
|kpx, θ, θ1q|dθ1 ďM1,
ż
S
|kpx, θ, θ1q|dθ ďM2u.
Before stating the main results, we recall the following Lemma on the unique existence of a weak solution
to problem (1.6). The proof is based on [16] which was completed in Appendix A.
Lemma 1.1. Let T ą 0, p ě 1 are given, pa, kq P ApM0q ˆ KpM1,M2q and u0 P L8pQq. For f P
Lp´ pΣ´q the unique solution u of (1.6) satisfies
u P C1pr0, T s;LppQqq X Cpr0, T s;Wpq.
Moreover, there is a constant C ą 0 such that
(1.7) }upt, ¨, ¨q}LppQq ` }u}Lp` pΣ`q ď Cp}u0}LppQq ` }f}Lp´ pΣ´qq, @ t P p0, T q.
We consider now the following initial boundary value problem for the linear Boltzmann equation with
source term v P LppQT q:
(1.8)
$’’’&’’’%
Btψ ` θ ¨∇ψ ` apt, xqψ “ Lkrψs ` vpt, x, θq in QT ,
ψp0, x, θq “ 0 in Q,
ψpt, x, θq “ 0 on Σ´.
Lemma 1.2. Let T ą 0, pa, kq P ApM0q ˆKpM1,M2q. Assuming v P LppQT q, then there exists a unique
solution ψ to (1.8) such that
ψ P C1pr0, T s;LppQqq X Cpr0, T s;DpAqq.
Furthermore, there is a constant C ą 0 such that
(1.9) }ψpt, ¨, ¨q}LppQq ď C }v}LppQT q , @ t P p0, T q.
1.2. Main results. Before stating our main results we give the following notations. Let r ą 0 be such
that T ą 2r. Without loss of generality, we assume that Ω Ď Bp0, r{2q “ tx P Rn, |x| ă r{2u. We set
Xr “ p0, T q ˆBp0, r{2q and we consider the annular region around the domain Ω,
Br “
!
x P Rn, r
2
ă |x| ă T ´ r
2
)
.
Setting the forward and backward light cone:
(1.10) Cr` “
!
pt, xq P Xr, |x| ă t´ r
2
, t ą r
2
)
,
(1.11) Cr´ “
!
pt, xq P Xr, |x| ă T ´ r
2
´ t, T ´ r
2
ą t
)
.
Let the cloaking region
(1.12) Cr “
!
pt, xq P Xr, |x| ď r
2
´ t, 0 ď t ď r
2
)
.
Finally, we denote
Xr,7 “ ΩT X Cr` , and Xr,˚ “ ΩT X Cr` X Cr´ .
It is clear that, Xr,˚ Ă Xr,7 Ă ΩT .
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FIGURE 1. Particular case Ω “ r´1, 1s
Firstly, assuming that the initial condition u0 “ 0 and our known data will be given only by boundary
measurements. That will lead us to consider the albedo operator Aa,k, that maps the incoming flux on the
boundary Σ´ into the outgoing one, defined as follows
Aa,k : Lp´ pΣ´q ÝÑ Lp` pΣ`q
f ÞÝÑ Aa,krf s “ u|Σ` .
From (1.7) the albedo operator map Aa,k is continuous fromLp´ pΣ´q toLp` pΣ`q. We denote by }Aa,k}p
its norm. We can prove that it is hopeless to uniquely determine the absorption coefficient a in the case
where this coefficient is supported in the cloaking region Cr.
The first result of this paper can be stated as follows:
Theorem 1.3. (Non-uniqueness) For any pa, kq P ApM0q ˆKpM1,M2q, such that Supppaq Ă Cr, we have
Aa,k “ A0,k.
Let us now introduce the admissible set of the absorption coefficient a in Xr,˚. Given a0 P C1pΩT q, we
set
A˚pM0q “ ta P ApM0q; a “ a0 in ΩT zXr,˚u.
Theorem 1.4. Let T ą 2r. There exist C ą 0 and µ,m P p0, 1q, such that if }Aa1,k1 ´Aa2,k2}1 ď m, we
have
}a1 ´ a2}H´1pXr,˚q ď C
´
}Aa1,k1 ´Aa2,k2}µ{21 ` | log }Aa1,k1 ´Aa2,k2}1|´1
¯
,(1.13)
for any paj , kjq P A˚pM0q ˆKpM1,M2q, j “ 1, 2.
Moreover, if we assume that aj P Hs`1pΩT q, s ą n´12 , with }aj}Hs`1pΩT q ď M, j “ 1, 2, for some
constant M ą 0, then there exist C ą 0 and µ1 P p0, 1q such that
}a1 ´ a2}L8pXr,˚q ď C
´
}Aa1,k1 ´Aa2,k2}µ{21 ` | log }Aa1,k1 ´Aa2,k2}1|´1
¯µ1
,(1.14)
where C depends only on Ω, T, n and Mi, i “ 0, 1, 2.
The above result claims stable determination of the time-dependent absorption coefficient a from the
albedo operator Aa,k, in Xr,˚ Ă ΩT , provided a is known outside Xr,˚.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.4, we have:
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Corollary 1.5. Let T ą 2r and paj , kjq P A˚pM0q ˆKpM1,M2q, j “ 1, 2. Then, we have
Aa1,k1 “ Aa2,k2 implies a1 “ a2 on Xr,˚.
In order to extend the above results to a larger region Xr,7 Ą Xr,˚, we require more information about
the solution u of the Boltzmann equation (1.6). So, in this case we will add the final data of the solution u.
This leads to defining the following boundary operator:
A˜a,k : Lp´ pΣ´q ÝÑ Kp` :“ Lp` pΣ`q ˆ LppQq
f ÞÝÑ A˜a,krf s “ pu|Σ` , upT, ¨, ¨qq,
where u is solution of (1.6), with u0 “ 0. It follows from (1.7), with u0 “ 0, that the operator A˜a,k is
continuous fromLp´ pΣ´q toKp` . Given a0 P C1pΩT q, we set
A7pM0q “ ta P ApM0q; a “ a0 in ΩT zXr,7u.
Theorem 1.6. Let T ą 2r. There exist C ą 0 and µ,m P p0, 1q, such that if }A˜a1,k1 ´ A˜a2,k2}1 ď m, we
have
}a1 ´ a2}H´1pXr,7q ď C
´
}A˜a1,k1 ´ A˜a2,k2}µ{21 ` | log }A˜a1,k1 ´ A˜a2,k2}1|´1
¯
,(1.15)
for any paj , kjq P A7pM0q ˆKpM1,M2q, j “ 1, 2.
Moreover, if we assume that aj P Hs`1pΩT q, s ą n´12 , with }aj}Hs`1pΩT q ď M, j “ 1, 2, for some
constant M ą 0, then there exist C ą 0 and µ1 P p0, 1q such that
}a1 ´ a2}L8pXr,7q ď C
´
}A˜a1,k1 ´ A˜a2,k2}µ{21 ` | log }A˜a1,k1 ´ A˜a2,k2}1|´1
¯µ1
,(1.16)
where C depends only on Ω, T, n and Mi, i “ 0, 1, 2.
In the previous two case, we can see that we can not recover the unknown absorption coefficient a over
the whole domain, since the initial data u0 is zero. However, we shall prove that this is no longer the case
by considering all possible initial data. We define the following spaceKp´ :“ Lp´ pΣ´q ˆ LppQq. In this
case we will consider observations given by the following operator:
Ia,k : Kp´ ÝÑ Kp`
g “ pf, u0q ÞÝÑ Ia,kpgq “ pu|Σ` , upT, ¨, ¨qq,
where u is the unique solution of (1.6). It follows from (1.7) that the operator Ia,k is continuous fromKp´
toKp` . Having said that, we are now in position to state the last main result.
Theorem 1.7. Let T ą 2r. There exist C ą 0 and µ,m P p0, 1q, such that if }Ia1,k1 ´ Ia2,k2}1 ď m, we
have
}a1 ´ a2}H´1pΩT q ď C
´
}Ia1,k1 ´ Ia2,k2}µ{21 ` | log }Ia1,k1 ´ Ia2,k2}1|´1
¯
,(1.17)
for any paj , kjq P ApM0q ˆKpM1,M2q, j “ 1, 2.
Moreover, if we assume that aj P Hs`1pΩT q, s ą n´12 , with }aj}Hs`1pΩT q ď M, j “ 1, 2, for some
constant M ą 0, then there exist C ą 0 and µ1 P p0, 1q such that
}a1 ´ a2}L8pΩT q ď C
´
}Ia1,k1 ´ Ia2,k2}µ{21 ` | log }Ia1,k1 ´ Ia2,k2}1|´1
¯µ1
,(1.18)
where C depends only on Ω, T, n and Mi, i “ 0, 1, 2.
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Using the same ideas considered in the proof of Theorem 1.4 and assuming that the scattering coefficient
is of the form kpx, θ, θ1q “ ρpxqκpθ, θ1q, where κpθ, θ1q is assumed known, we obtain the following result
on the identification of both a in Xr,˚ and ρ in Ω.
Theorem 1.8. Let paj , kjq P A˚pM0q ˆ KpM1,M2q, j “ 1, 2, such that kjpx, θ, θ1q “ ρjpxqκpθ, θ1q, with
ρj P L8pΩq, κ P L8pS ˆ Sq and κpθ, θq ‰ 0, @θ P S. If T ą 2r and Aa1,k1 “ Aa2,k2 , then a1 “ a2 in
Xr,˚ and ρ1 “ ρ2 a.e, in Ω.
2. NON UNIQUENESS IN DETERMINING THE TIME-DEPENDENT ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT
In this section we aim to show that it is hopeless to recover the time-dependent absorption coefficient a
in the cloaking region Cr in the case where the initial condition is zero.
2.1. Preliminary. Let us first introduce the following notations. We define
V “
ď
0ďτďt1
Dpτq “
ď
0ďτďt1
pCr X tt “ τuq ,
where 0 ă t1 ă r{2 and Cr is defined by (1.12). Moreover, we denote by
S “ BCr X pΩˆs0, t1rq, and BV “ S YDpt1q YDp0q.
We denote dσ the surface element of S and the vector pη, µ1, µ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , µnq P Rn`1 is the outward unit
normal vector at px, tq P S such that
(2.1) η “ ` nÿ
j“1
µ2j
˘1{2
.
Lemma 2.1. Let pa, kq P ApM0qˆKpM1,M2q. For f P Lp´ pΣ´q we denote by u the solution of the linear
Boltzmann equation $’’’&’’’%
Btu` θ ¨∇u` apt, xqu “ Lkruspt, x, θq in QT ,
up0, x, θq “ 0 in Q,
upt, x, θq “ fpt, x, θq on Σ´.
Then, for any pt, xq P Cr and θ P S, we have upt, x, θq “ 0.
Proof. We denote by Pu “ Btu` θ ¨∇u` apt, xqu´ Lkrus. By direct calculations, we easily verify thatż
S
ż
V
2Pupt, x, θqupt, x, θqdxdtdθ
“
ż
S
ż
V
2Btupt, x, θqupt, x, θqdxdtdθ `
ż
S
ż
V
2θ ¨∇upt, x, θqupt, x, θqdxdtdθ
`
ż
S
ż
V
2apt, xq|upt, x, θq|2dxdtdθ ´
ż
S
ż
V
2Lkruspt, x, θqupt, x, θqdxdtdθ
“
ż
S
ż
V
d
dt
|upt, x, θq|2dxdtdθ `
ż
S
ż
V
divpθ |upt, x, θq|2qdxdtdθ
`
ż
S
ż
V
2apt, xq|upt, x, θq|2dxdtdθ ´
ż
S
ż
V
2Lκruspt, x, θqupt, x, θqdxdtdθ.
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Applying the divergence theorem, one getsż
S
ż
V
2Pupt, x, θqupt, x, θqdxdtdθ
“
ż
S
ż
S
|upt, x, θq|2ηdσdθ `
ż
S
ż
S
pθ ¨ µq|upt, x, θq|2dσdθ
`
ż
S
ż
Dpt1q
|upt1, x, θq|2dxdθ ´
ż
S
ż
Dp0q
|up0, x, θq|2dxdθ
`
ż
S
ż
V
2apt, xq|upt, x, θq|2dxdtdθ ´
ż
S
ż
V
2Lκruspt, x, θqupt, x, θqdxdtdθ.
By using (2.1), we can see thatż
S
ż
S
|upt, x, θq|2ηdσdθ `
ż
S
ż
S
pθ ¨ µq|upt, x, θq|2dσdθ ě
ż
S
ż
S
|upt, x, θq|2pη ´ |µ|qdσdθ “ 0.
Then, since up0, x, θq “ 0, we getż
S
ż
Dpt1q
|upt1, x, θq|2dxdθ ď
ż
S
ż
V
2Pupt, x, θqupt, x, θqdxdtdθ
´
ż
S
ż
V
2|apt, xq||upt, x, θq|2dxdtdθ `
ż
S
ż
V
2|Lkruspt, x, θq||upt, x, θq|dxdtdθ.
On the other hand, by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and Fubini’s theorem, we can see that
(2.2)
ż
S
ż
V
2Lkruspt, x, θqupt, x, θqdxdtdθ ď C
ż
S
ż
V
|upt, x, θq|2dxdtdθ,
where, the positive constant C is depending on M1 and M2. We can also see that
(2.3)
ż
S
ż
V
2|apt, xq||upt, x, θq|2dxdtdθ ď 2M0
ż
S
ż
V
|upt, x, θq|2dxdtdθ.
Now, using the fact that Pupt, x, θq “ 0 for any pt, xq P V and θ P S, yet from (2.2) and (2.3) we getż
S
ż
Dpt1q
|upt1, x, θq|2dxdθ ď C
ż t1
0
ż
S
ż
Dptq
|upt, x, θq|2dxdθdt.
In view of Gro¨nwall’s Lemma we end up deducing that upt1, x, θq “ 0 for any pt1, xq P Dpt1q, t1 P p0, r{2q
and θ P S. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
2.2. Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let pa, kq P ApM0q ˆKpM1,M2q such that Supppaq Ă Cr. Let
f P Lp´ pΣ´q and u satisfy$’’’&’’’%
Btu` θ ¨∇u` apt, xqu “ Lκruspt, θ, xq in QT ,
up0, x, θq “ 0 in Q,
upt, x, θq “ fpt, x, θq on Σ´.
Since from Lemma 2.1, we have upt, x, θq “ 0 for pt, xq P Cr and θ P S and using the fact that
Supppaq Ă Cr, we deduce that u solves also the following transport boundary-value problem
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$’’’&’’’%
Btv ` θ ¨∇v “ Lκrvspt, x, θq in QT ,
vp0, x, θq “ 0 in Q,
vpt, x, θq “ fpt, x, θq on Σ´.
Then, we conclude that Aa,kpfq “ A0,kpfq for all f P Lp´ pΣ´q. Then the proof of Theorem 1.3 is
completed.
3. GEOMETRICAL OPTICS SOLUTIONS FOR THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION
The present section is devoted to the construction of special solutions called geometrical optics solutions
(G.O-solutions) for the linear Boltzmann equation (1.6), which we will use them to proof of our main results.
Let φ˘ P C80 pBr, CpSqq. Then, for any θ P S, we have
(3.1) Suppφ`p¨, θq X Ω “ H.
Since T ą 2r, we have also
(3.2) pSuppφ´p¨, θq ˘ Tθq X Ω “ H.
We set
ϕ˘pt, x, θq “ φ˘px´ tθ, θq, pt, x, θq P Rˆ Rn ˆ S.
Then ϕ˘pt, x, θq solves the following transport equation
(3.3) pBt ` θ ¨∇qϕpt, x, θq “ 0, pt, x, θq P Rˆ Rn ˆ S.
Moreover, for λ ą 0, setting
(3.4) ϕ˘λ pt, x, θq “ ϕ˘pt, x, θqe˘iλpt´x¨θq, pt, x, θq P Rˆ Rn ˆ S.
Finally, for a P ApM0q, we set
bapt, x, θq “ exp
ˆ
´
ż t
0
aps, x´ pt´ sqθqds
˙
, pt, x, θq P Rˆ Rn ˆ S,
where we have extended a by 0 outside ΩT . We have
θ ¨∇bapt, x, θq “ ´ba
ż t
0
θ ¨∇aps, x´ pt´ sqθq ds.
This implies in particular that
Btbapt, x, θq “ ´apt, xqbapt, x, θq ´
ˆż t
0
d
dt
aps, x´ pt´ sqθqds
˙
bapt, x, θq
“ ´apt, xqbapt, x, θq `
ˆż t
0
θ ¨∇aps, x´ pt´ sqθqds
˙
bapt, x, θq.
Therefore ba satisfies the following transport equation
(3.5) pBt ` θ ¨∇` apt, xqqbapt, x, θq “ 0, pt, x, θq P Rˆ Rn ˆ S.
Lemma 3.1. There exists C ą 0 such that for any p ě 1, we have
(3.6)
››Lkrϕ˘λ baspt, ¨, ¨q››LppQq ď C ››φ˘››LppRnˆSq , @t P p0, T q,
for any pa, kq P ApM0q ˆKpM1,M2q. Moreover, we have
(3.7) lim
λÑ8
››Lkrϕ˘λ bas››L2pQT q “ 0.
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where C depends only on Ω, Mi, i “ 0, 1, 2. Here we recall that ϕ˘λ are given by (3.4) and Lk is defined by
(1.2).
Proof. We have
(3.8) Lkrϕ˘λ baspt, x, θq “ e˘iλtΦ˘λ pt, x, θq,
where Φ˘λ are given by
(3.9) Φ˘λ pt, x, θq “
ż
S
kpx, θ, θ1qϕ˘pt, x, θ1qe¯iλx¨θ1bapt, x, θ1qdθ1.
By Ho¨lder’s inequality, we getˇˇ
Φ˘λ pt, x, θq
ˇˇp ďMp{p11 żS ˇˇkpx, θ, θ1qˇˇ ˇˇϕ˘pt, x, θ1qbapt, x, θ1qˇˇp dθ1
ď CpMp{p11
ż
S
ˇˇ
kpx, θ, θ1qˇˇ ˇˇϕ˘pt, x, θ1qˇˇp dθ1,(3.10)
applying Fubini’s Theorem, we deduce that››Φ˘λ pt, ¨, ¨q››pLppQq ď CpMp{p11 M2 żS
ż
Ω
ˇˇ
ϕ˘pt, x, θ1qˇˇp dxdθ1
ď Cp
ż
S
ż
Rn
ˇˇ
φ˘px, θ1qˇˇp dxdθ1.(3.11)
This complete the proof of (3.6). Now we write Φ˘λ as
(3.12) Φ˘λ pt, x, θq “
ż
S
k˜t,xpθ, θ1qe¯iλx¨θ1dθ1,
where the kernel k˜t,x is given by
(3.13) k˜t,xpθ, θ1q “ kpx, θ, θ1qϕ˘pt, x, θ1qbapt, x, θ1q,
since ż
S
ż
S
ˇˇˇ
k˜t,xpθ, θ1q
ˇˇˇ2
dθ dθ1 ă `8, a.e., pt, xq P ΩT ,
then the integral operator with kernel k˜t,x is compact in L2pSq. Using the fact that θ ÞÝÑ e¯iλx¨θ converge
weakly to zero in L2pSq when λÑ8, we get
(3.14) lim
λÑ8
››Φ˘λ pt, x, ¨q››L2pSq “ 0, a.e., pt, xq P ΩT .
The Lebesgue Theorem implies that
(3.15) lim
λÑ8
››Φ˘λ ››L2pQT q “ 0 “ limλÑ8 ››Lkrϕ˘λ bas››L2pQT q .
This completes the proof. 
Lemma 3.2. Let p ě 1 and pa, kq P ApM0qˆKpM1,M2q. For any φ` P C80 pBr, CpSqq and any λ ą 0 the
following system
(3.16)
$&% Btu` θ ¨∇u` apt, xqu “ Lkruspt, x, θq pt, x, θq P QT ,up0, x, θq “ 0 px, θq P Q,
has a solution of the form
(3.17) u`λ pt, x, θq “ ϕ`λ pt, x, θqbapt, x, θq ` ψ`λ pt, x, θq,
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satisfying
u`λ P Cpr0, T s;WppQqq X C1pr0, T s;LppQqq,
where ψ`λ satisfies
(3.18)
$’’’&’’’%
Btψ ` θ ¨∇ψ ` apt, xqψ “ Lkrψs ` Lkrϕ`λ baspt, x, θq in QT ,
ψp0, x, θq “ 0 in Q,
ψpt, x, θq “ 0 on Σ´,
and, there is a constant C ą 0 such that
(3.19)
››ψ`λ ››Cpr0,T s;LppQqq ď C ››φ`››LppRnˆSq .
Here C is a constant depending on Ω, T and Mi, i “ 0, 1, 2.
Moreover, we have
(3.20) lim
λÑ8
››ψ`λ ››L2pQT q “ 0.
Proof. Let ψ`λ pt, x, θq solves the following homogeneous boundary value problem
(3.21)
$’’’&’’’%
Btψ ` θ ¨∇ψ ` apt, xqψ “ Lkrψs ` vλpt, x, θq in QT ,
ψp0, x, θq “ 0 in Q,
ψpt, x, θq “ 0 on Σ´,
where the source term vλ is given by
(3.22) vλpt, x, θq “ ´ pBt ` θ ¨∇` apt, xqq
`
ϕ`λ pt, x, θqbapt, x, θq
˘` Lkrϕ`λ baspt, x, θq.
To prove the Lemma it would be enough to show that ψ`λ satisfies the estimates (3.19) and (3.20).
By a simple computation and using (3.3) and (3.5), we have
vλpt, x, θq “ Lkrϕ`λ baspt, x, θq.(3.23)
Furthermore, thanks to Lemma 1.2 there is a constant C ą 0, such that
(3.24)
››ψ`λ pt, ¨, ¨q››LppQq ď C }vλ}LppQT q , @ t P p0, T q.
From (3.6), (3.7) and (3.24) we obtain (3.19) and (3.20). This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
We prove by proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let q ě 1 and pa, kq P ApM0qˆKpM1,M2q. For any φ´ P C80 pBr; CpSqq and any λ ą 0 the
following system
(3.25)
$&% Btu` θ ¨∇u´ apt, xqu “ ´Lk˚ruspt, x, θq pt, x, θq P QT ,upT, x, θq “ 0 px, θq P Q,
where
Lk˚ruspt, x, θq “
ż
S
kpx, θ1, θqupt, x, θ1qdθ1,
has a solution of the form
u´λ pt, x, θq “ ϕ´λ pt, x, θqb´apt, x, θq ` ψ´λ pt, x, θq,
satisfying
u´λ P Cpr0, T s;WqpQqq X C1pr0, T s;LqpQqq,
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where ψ´λ satisfies
(3.26)
$’’’&’’’%
Btψ ` θ ¨∇ψ ´ apt, xqψ “ ´Lk˚rψs ´ Lk˚rϕ´λ baspt, x, θq in QT ,
ψpT, x, θq “ 0 in Q,
ψpt, x, θq “ 0 on Σ`,
and, there is a constant C ą 0 such that
(3.27)
››ψ´λ ››Cpr0,T s;LqpQqq ď C ››φ´››LqpRnˆSq .
Here C is a constant depending only on Ω, T and Mi, i “ 0, 1, 2.
Moreover, we have
(3.28) lim
λÑ8
››ψ´λ ››L2pQT q “ 0.
4. RECOVERING OF ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS
In this section we prove a log-type stability estimate for a appearing in the initial boundary value problem
(1.6) with u0 “ 0. This is by means of the geometric optics solutions introduced in section 2 and the light-
ray transform. We start by considering geometric optics solutions of the form (3.17). We only assume that
Supp φ˘p¨, θq Ă Br, in such a way we have
Supppφ`qp¨, θq X Ω “ H and pSupppφ´qp¨, θq ˘ Tθq X Ω “ H, @ θ P S.
4.1. Stable determination of absorption coefficient from boundary measurements. The present section
is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.4. Our goal here is to show that the time dependent coefficient a
depends stably on the albedo operator Aa,k. In the rest of this section, we extend a in Rn`1 by a “ a2 ´ a1
in ΩT and a “ 0 on Rn`1 å ΩT . We start by collecting a preliminary estimate which is needed to prove
the main statement of this section.
4.1.1. Preliminary estimate. The main purpose of this section is to give a preliminary estimate, which
relates the difference of the absorption coefficients to albedo operator. Let paj , kjq P A˚pM0qˆKpM1,M2q,
j “ 1, 2, . We set
a “ a2 ´ a1, and bapt, x, θq “ ba2b´a1pt, x, θq “ exp
´
´
ż t
0
aps, x´ pt´ sqθq ds
¯
,
where we have extend a by 0 outside ΩT .
Here, we recall the definition of b´a1 and ba2
b´a1px, tq “ exp
´ ż t
0
a1ps, x´ pt´ sqθq ds
¯
, ba2pt, x, θq “ exp
´
´
ż t
0
a2ps, x´ pt´ sqθq ds
¯
.
We also need to define the Poisson kernel of Bp0, 1q Ă Rn, i.e.,
P pω, θq “ 1´ |ω|
2
αn |ω ´ θ|n , ω, θ P S.
For 0 ă h ă 1, we define %h : S ˆ S Ñ R as
%hpω, θq “ P phω, θq.(4.1)
We have the following Lemma (see Theorem 2.46 of [19]).
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Lemma 4.1. Let %h given by (4.1), h P p0, 1q. Then we have the following properties:
(4.2) 0 ď %hpω, θq ď 2
αnp1´ hqn´1 , @h P p0, 1q, @ θ, ω P S,
for some positive constant αn.
(4.3)
ż
S
%hpω, θqdθ “ 1, @h P p0, 1q, @ω P S.
For any g P CpSq, we have
(4.4) lim
hÑ1
ż
S
%hpω, θqgpθqdθ “ gpωq, @ω P S,
where the limit is taken in the topology of LppSq, p P r1,`8r and uniformly on S.
The principal estimate of this section can be stated as follows
Lemma 4.2. Let paj , kjq P A˚pM0q ˆ KpM1,M2q, j “ 1, 2. There exists C ą 0 such that for any
φ˘ P C80 pBr, CpSqq, the following estimate holds true
(4.5)
ˇˇˇ ż
RnˆS
pφ`φ´qpy, θq
”
exp
´
´
ż T
0
aps, y ` sθq ds
¯
´ 1
ı
dθ dy
ˇˇˇ
ď C}Aa2,k2 ´Aa1,k1}1}φ`}L1pRnˆSq}φ´}L8pRnˆSq.
Here C depends only on Ω, T and Mi, i “ 0, 1, 2.
Proof. In view of Lemma 3.2, and using the fact that Supp φ`p¨, θq X Ω “ H, there exists a G.O-solution
u`λ to the equation $&% Btu` θ ¨∇u` a2pt, xqu “ Lk2ruspt, x, θq pt, x, θq P QT ,up0, x, θq “ 0 pt, xq P Q,
in the following form
u`λ pt, x, θq “ ϕ`λ pt, x, θqba2pt, x, θq ` ψ`λ pt, x, θq,
corresponding to the coefficients a2 and k2, where ψ`λ pt, x, θq satisfies (3.19) and (3.20). Next, let us denote
by fλ the function
fλpt, x, θq :“ u`λ pt, x, θq|Σ´ “ ϕ`λ pt, x, θqba2pt, x, θq|Σ´ .
We denote by u1 the solution of$’’’&’’’%
Btu1 ` θ ¨∇u1 ` a1pt, xqu1 “ Lk1ru1s pt, x, θq P QT ,
u1p0, x, θq “ 0 px, θq P Q,
u1pt, x, θq “ fλpt, x, θq pt, x, θq P Σ´.
Putting u “ u1 ´ u`λ . Then, u is a solution to the following system
(4.6)
$’’’&’’’%
Btu` θ ¨∇u` a1pt, xqu “ Lk1rus ` apt, xqu`λ ´ Lkru`λ s pt, x, θq P QT ,
up0, x, θq “ 0 px, θq P Q,
upt, x, θq “ 0 pt, x, θq P Σ´,
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where a “ a2 ´ a1 and k “ k2 ´ k1. On the other hand by Lemma 3.3 and the fact that (Supp φ1p¨, θq ˘
Tθq X Ω “ H, we can find of a solution u´λ to the backward problem$&% Btu` θ ¨∇u´ a1pt, xqu “ ´Lk˚1ruspt, x, θq in QT ,upT, x, θq “ 0 in Q,
corresponding to the coefficients a1 and k1, in the form
(4.7) u´λ pt, x, θq “ ϕ´λ pt, x, θqb´a1pt, x, θq ` ψ´λ pt, x, θq,
here the remainder term ψ´λ pt, x, θq satisfies the estimate (3.27) and (3.28). Multiplying the first equation of
(4.6) by u´λ , integrating by parts and using Green’s formula, we obtain
(4.8)
ż
QT
apt, xqu`λ u´λ dθ dx dt´
ż
QT
Lkru`λ spt, x, θqu´λ pt, x, θqdθ dx dt
“
ż
Σ`
θ ¨ νpxqpAa2,k2 ´Aa1,k1qpfλqu´λ dθ dx dt.
Where we have usedż
QT
Lk1ruspt, x, θqu´λ pt, x, θqdθ dx dt “
ż
QT
upt, x, θqLk˚1ru´λ spt, x, θqdθ dx dt.
By replacing u`λ and u
´
λ by their expressions, we obtain
ż
QT
apt, xqu`λ u´λ dθ dx dt “
ż
QT
apt, xqϕ`λ pt, x, θqϕ´λ pt, x, θqbapt, x, θqdθ dx dt
`
ż
QT
apt, xqϕ´λ pt, x, θqb´a1pt, x, θqψ`λ pt, x, θqdθ dx dt
`
ż
QT
apt, xqϕ`λ pt, x, θqba2pt, x, θqψ´λ pt, x, θqdθ dx dt
`
ż
QT
apt, xqψ´λ pt, x, θqψ`λ pt, x, θqdθ dx dt
“
ż
QT
apt, xqϕ`λ pt, x, θqϕ´λ pt, x, θqbapt, x, θqdθ dx dt` I1,λ,(4.9)
where I1,λ represents the sum of the integrals that contain terms with ψ`λ and ψ´λ .
Note that there exists C ą 0 such that for any λ ě 0, we have
(4.10) |I1,λ| ď C
´››ψ`λ ››L2pQT q ` ››ψ´λ ››L2pQT q¯ .
Then by (3.20) and (3.28), we get
(4.11) lim
λÑ8 I1,λ “ 0.
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Moreover, we haveż
QT
Lkru`λ su´λ dθ dx dt “
ż
QT
Lkrϕ`λ ba2spt, x, θqϕ´λ pt, x, θqb´a1pt, x, θqdθ dx dt
`
ż
QT
Lkrψ`λ spt, x, θqϕ´λ pt, x, θqb´a1pt, x, θqdθ dx dt
`
ż
QT
Lkrϕ`λ ba2spt, x, θqψ´λ pt, x, θqdθ dx dt
`
ż
QT
Lkrψ`λ spt, x, θqψ´λ pt, x, θqdθ dx dt
“
ż
QT
Lkrϕ`λ ba2spt, x, θqϕ´λ pt, x, θqb´a1pt, x, θqdθ dx dt` I2,λ,
where
I2,λ “
ż
QT
Lkrψ`λ spt, x, θqϕ´λ pt, x, θqb´a1pt, x, θqdθ dx dt
`
ż
QT
Lkrϕ`λ ba2spt, x, θqψ´λ pt, x, θqdθ dx dt`
ż
QT
Lkrψ`λ spt, x, θqψ´λ pt, x, θqdθ dx dt.
By (3.6), we get
(4.12) |I2,λ| ď C
´››ψ`λ ››L2pQT q ` ››ψ´λ ››L2pQT q¯ .
Then by (3.20) and (3.28), we have
(4.13) lim
λÑ8 I2,λ “ 0,
and by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we obtain
(4.14)
ˇˇˇˇż
QT
Lkrϕ`λ ba2spt, x, θqϕ´λ pt, x, θqb´a1pt, x, θqdθ dx dt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C ››Lkrϕ`λ ba2s››L2pQT q .
Then by (3.7), we have
(4.15) lim
λÑ8
ż
QT
Lkrϕ`λ ba2spt, x, θqϕ´λ pt, x, θqb´a1pt, x, θqdθ dx dt “ 0.
In light of (4.8), we have
(4.16)
ż
QT
apt, xqϕ`pt, x, θqϕ´pt, x, θqbapt, x, θqdθ dx dt
“
ż
Σ`
θ ¨ νpxqpAa2,k2 ´Aa1,k1qpfλqu´λ dθ dx dt´ Iλ,
where the remainder term Iλ is given by
Iλ “ I1,λ ´ I2,λ ´
ż
QT
Lkrϕ`λ ba2spt, x, θqϕ´λ pt, x, θqb´a1pt, x, θqdθ dx dt.
Taking the limit as λÑ `8, we get from (4.11), (4.13) and (4.15)
(4.17) lim
λÑ8 Iλ “ 0.
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Furthermore on Σ´, we have u`λ “ fλ, then we get the following estimate
(4.18)
ˇˇˇ ż
Σ`
pAa2,k2 ´Aa1,k1qpfλqu´λ dx dθ dt
ˇˇˇ
ď C}Aa2,k2 ´Aa1,k1}p }fλ}Lp´ pΣ´q}u´λ }Lq` pΣ`q.
Using the fact that
(4.19) }u´λ }Lq` pΣ`q ď C}φ´}L8pRnˆSq, limpÑ1 }fλ}Lp´ pΣ´q “ }fλ}L´1 pΣ´q ď C}φ
`}L1pRnˆSq,
and note that, since Aaj ,kj , j “ 1, 2 are continuous from L ´p1 pΣ´q to L `p1 pΣ`q for any p1 ě 1, we get for
any p, 1 ă p ă 2, by Riesz-Thorin’s Theorem, the following interpolation inequality
}Aa2,k2 ´Aa1,k1}p ď }Aa2,k2 ´Aa1,k1}1´κp2 }Aa2,k2 ´Aa1,k1}κp1 .
with κp “ p2´ pq{p. So that
(4.20) lim sup
pÑ1
}Aa2,k2 ´Aa1,k1}p ď }Aa2,k2 ´Aa1,k1}1.
We get, by (4.16), (4.17) and (4.18),ˇˇˇ ż
QT
apt, xqϕ`ϕ´pt, x, θqbapt, x, θqdθ dx dt
ˇˇˇ
ď C}Aa2,k2 ´Aa1,k1}1}φ`}L1pRnˆSq}φ´}L8pRnˆSq.
Then, using the fact apt, ¨q “ 0 outside Ω and by changing of variables y “ x ´ tθ, one gets the following
estimationˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
RnˆS
apt, y ` tθqφ`py, θqφ´py, θq exp
´
´
ż t
0
aps, y ` sθq ds
¯
dθdy dt
ˇˇˇ
ď C}Aa2,k2 ´Aa1,k1}1}φ`}L1pRnˆSq}φ´}L8pRnˆSq.
Bearing in mind thatż T
0
ż
RnˆS
apt, y ` tθqφ`py, θqφ´py, θq exp
´
´
ż t
0
aps, y ` sθq ds
¯
dθ dy dt
“ ´
ż T
0
ż
RnˆS
φ`py, θqφ´py, θq d
dt
”
exp
´
´
ż t
0
aps, y ` sθq ds
¯ı
dθ dy dt
“ ´
ż
RnˆS
pφ`φ´qpy, θq
”
exp
´
´
ż T
0
aps, y ` sθq ds
¯
´ 1
ı
dθ dy,
we conclude the desired estimate given byˇˇˇ ż
RnˆS
pφ`φ´qpy, θq
”
exp
´
´
ż T
0
aps, y ` sθq ds
¯
´ 1
ı
dθ dy
ˇˇˇ
ď C}Aa2,k2 ´Aa1,k1}1}φ`}L1pRnˆSq}φ´}L8pRnˆSq.
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
4.1.2. Stability for the light-ray transform. The light-ray transformR of a function f P L1pRn`1q is defined
by
Rpfqpθ, xq :“
ż
R
fpt, x` tθqdt.
Using the above Lemma 4.2, we can estimate the light-ray transform of the difference of the two absorption
coefficients as follows:
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Lemma 4.3. Let paj , kjq P A˚pM0q ˆKpM1,M2q, j “ 1, 2, then there exists C ą 0 such that
(4.21) |Rpaqpω, xq| ď C}Aa1,k1 ´Aa2,k2}1, @ ω P S, a.e, x P Rn.
Here C is a constant depending only on Ω, T and Mi, i “ 0, 1, 2.
Proof. Let ω P S and φj P C80 pBrq, j “ 1, 2. Moreover, let %hpω, θq defined by (4.1). Selecting
φ`py, θq “ %hpω, θqφ1pyq, φ´py, θq “ φ2pyq,
we obtain from (4.5), that for any h P p0, 1q,ˇˇˇ ż
BrˆS
%hpω, θqφ1pyqφ2pyq
”
exp
´
´
ż T
0
aps, y ` sθq ds
¯
´ 1
ı
dθ dy
ˇˇˇ
ď C}Aa2,k2 ´Aa1,k1}1}φ1}L1pRnq}φ2}L8pRnq }%hpω, ¨q}L1pSq .
Since }%hpω, ¨q}L1pSq “ 1, and by (4.4) we have
lim
hÑ1
ż
S
%hpω, θq
”
exp
´
´
ż T
0
aps, y ` sθq ds
¯
´ 1
ı
dθ “
”
exp
´
´
ż T
0
aps, y ` sωq ds
¯
´ 1
ı
.
Then, we getˇˇˇ ż
Br
φ1pyqφ2pyq
”
exp
´
´
ż T
0
aps, y ` sωq ds
¯
´ 1
ı
dy
ˇˇˇ
ď C}Aa2,k2 ´Aa1,k1}1}φ1}L1pRnq}φ2}L8pRnq.
Let the bilinear formB : L1pBrq ˆ L8pBrq ÝÑ R given by
Bpφ1, φ2q “
ż
Br
φ1pyqφ2pyqRpy, ωq dy,
where
Rpy, ωq “ exp
´
´
ż T
0
aps, y ` sωq ds
¯
´ 1.
Then we have
|Bpφ1, φ2q| ď C}Rp¨, ωq}L8pBrq}φ1}L1pRnq}φ2}L8pRnq.
We conclude that
}B} “ }Rp¨, ωq}L8pBrq ď C}Aa2,k2 ´Aa1,k1}1,
where }B} stands for the norm of the bilinear formB. That is
(4.22)
ˇˇˇ
exp
´
´
ż T
0
aps, y ` sωq ds
¯
´ 1
ˇˇˇ
ď C}Aa2,k2 ´Aa1,k1}1, @ y P Br, @ω P S.
Using the fact that |X| ď eM |eX ´ 1| for any X real satisfying |X| ďM we found out thatˇˇˇ ż T
0
aps, y ` sωq ds
ˇˇˇ
ď eMT
ˇˇˇ
exp
´
´
ż T
0
aps, y ` sωq ds
¯
´ 1
ˇˇˇ
,
where X “
ż T
0
aps, y ` sωqds. We conclude in light of (4.22) the following estimate
(4.23)
ˇˇˇ ż T
0
aps, y ` sωq ds
ˇˇˇ
ď C}Aa2,k2 ´Aa1,k1}1, @ y P Br, ω P S.
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Using the fact that a “ a2 ´ a1 “ 0 outside Xr,˚, this entails that for all y P Br and ω P S, we have
(4.24)
ˇˇˇˇż
R
aps, y ` sωq ds
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C}Aa2,k2 ´Aa1,k1}1.
Now, if we assume y P Bp0, r{2q, we get |y ` tω| ě |t| ´ |y| ě |t| ´ r{2. Hence, one can see that
pt, y ` tωq R Cr` , if t ą r{2. On the other hand, we have pt, y ` tωq R Cr` , if t ď r{2. Thus, we conclude
that pt, y ` tωq R Cr` Ą Xr,˚ for t P R. This and the fact that a “ a2 ´ a1 “ 0 outside Xr,˚, entails that for
all y P Bp0, r{2q and ω P S, we have
apt, y ` tωq “ 0, @t P R.
By a similar way, we prove for |y| ě T´r{2, that pt, y`tωq R Cr´ Ą Xr,˚ for t P R and then apt, y`tωq “
0. Hence, we conclude that
(4.25)
ˇˇˇˇż
R
aps, y ` sωq ds
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C}Aa1,k1 ´Aa2,k2}1, @ ω P S, y R Br.
Thus, by (4.23) and (4.25)we finish the proof of the lemma by gettingˇˇˇˇż
R
aps, y ` sωq ds
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C}Aa1,k1 ´Aa2,k2}1, @ ω P S, y P Rn.
The proof of Lemma 4.3 is complete. 
Our goal is to obtain an estimate linking the Fourier transform with respect to pt, xq of the absorption
coefficient a “ a1 ´ a2 to the measurement pAa1,k1 ´Aa2,k2q in the conic set
E “ tpτ, ξq P Rˆ Rn, |τ | ď |ξ|u.
We denote by pg the Fourier transform of a function g P L1pRn`1q with respect to pt, xq:
pgpτ, ξq “ ż
R
ż
Rn
gpt, xqe´ix¨ξe´itτdxdt.
We aim for proving that the Fourier transform of a is bounded as follows:
Lemma 4.4. Let paj , kjq P A˚pM0q ˆ KpM1,M2q, j “ 1, 2, then there exists C ą 0, such that the
following estimate
(4.26) |papτ, ξq| ď C}Aa1,k1 ´Aa2,k2}1,
holds for any pτ, ξq P E.
Proof. Let pτ, ξq P E and ζ P S be such that ξ ¨ ζ “ 0. Setting
ω “ τ|ξ|2 ¨ ξ `
d
1´ τ
2
|ξ|2 ¨ ζ.
Then, one can see that ω P S and ω ¨ ξ “ τ. On the other hand by the change of variable x “ y ` tω, we
have for all ξ P Rn and ω P S, the following identityż
Rn
Rpaqpy, ωqe´iy¨ξdy “
ż
Rn
ˆż
R
aps, y ` sωq ds
˙
e´iy¨ξdy
“
ż
Rn
ż
R
apt, xqe´ix¨ξe´itω¨ξdxdt
“ papω ¨ ξ, ξq “ papτ, ξq,
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where we have set pω ¨ξ, ξq “ pτ, ξq P E. Bearing in mind that for any t P R, Supp apt, ¨q Ă Ω Ă Bp0, r{2q,
we obtain ż
RnXBp0, r
2
`T q
Rpaqpy, ωqe´iy¨ξdy “ papτ, ξq.
Then, in view of Lemma 4.3, we complets the proof of the Lemma 4.4. 
We now give the following result which is proved in [9].
Lemma 4.5. Let O be an open set of Bp0, 1q Ă Rn`1, and F an analytic function in Bp0, 2q, such that:
there exist constant M, η ą 0 such that
}BγF }L8pBp0,2qq ď M |γ|!
η|γ|
, γ P pNY t0uqn`1.
Then,
}F }L8pBp0,1qq ď p2Mq1´µ}F }µL8pOq.
where µ P p0, 1q depends on n, η and |O|. Here |γ| “ γ1` ¨ ¨ ¨` γn`1 andBp0, ρq “ ty P Rn`1, |y| ă ρu.
4.1.3. End of the proof of Theorem 1.4. We complete now the proof of Theorem 1.4. For a fixed α ą 0, we
set Fαpτ, ξq “ papαpτ, ξqq, for all pτ, ξq P Rn`1. It is easy to see that Fα is analytic and we have
|BγFαpτ, ξq| “ |Bγ
ż
Rn`1
apt, xqe´iαx¨ξe´iαtω¨ξdxdt|
“
ˇˇˇ ż
Rn`1
apt, xqp´iq|γ|α|γ|pt, xqγe´iαpt,xq¨pτ,ξqdxdt
ˇˇˇ
.
This entails that
|BγFαpτ, ξq| ď
ż
Rn`1
|apt, xq|α|γ|p|x|2 ` t2q |γ|2 dxdt ď }a}L1pXr,˚qα|γ|p2T 2q
|γ|
2 ď C |γ|!pT´1q|γ| e
α.
Then, applying Lemma 4.5 in the set O “ ˝E XBp0, 1q with M “ Ceα and η “ T´1, where
˝
E “ tpτ, ξq P Rˆ Rn, |τ | ă |ξ|u.
So, we can find a constant µ P p0, 1q, such that we have for all pτ, ξq P Bp0, 1q, the following estimation
|Fαpτ, ξq| “ |papαpτ, ξqq| ď Ceαp1´µq}Fα}µL8pOq, pτ, ξq P Bp0, 1q.
Now, we will find an estimate for the Fourier transform of the absorption coefficient a in a suitable ball.
Using the fact that α
˝
E “ tαpτ, ξq, pτ, ξq P ˝Eu “ ˝E, we obtain for all pτ, ξq P Bp0, αq
|papτ, ξq| “ |Fαpα´1pτ, ξqq| ď Ceαp1´µq}Fα}µL8pOq
ď Ceαp1´µq}pa}µ
L8pBp0,αqX ˝Eq
ď Ceαp1´µq}pa}µ
L8p ˝Eq
.
(4.27)
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Our goal now is to deduce an estimate that links the unknown coefficient a to the measurement Aa1,k1 ´
Aa2,k2 . To obtain such estimate, we need first to decompose the H
´1pRn`1q norm of a into the following
way
}a}2{µ
H´1pRn`1q “
˜ż
|pτ,ξq|ăα
p1` |pτ, ξq|2q´1|papτ, ξq|2dξdτ ` ż
|pτ,ξq|ěα
p1` |pτ, ξq|2q´1|papτ, ξq|2dξdτ¸1{µ
ď C
´
αn`1}pa}L8pBp0,αqq ` α´2}a}2L2pRn`1q¯1{µ .
Therefore, by using (4.27) and Lemma 4.5, we get
}a}2{µ
H´1pRn`1q ď C
´
αn`1e2αp1´µq}Aa1,k1 ´Aa2,k2}2µ1 ` α´2
¯1{µ
ď C
ˆ
α
n`1
µ e
2αp1´µq
µ }Aa1,k1 ´Aa2,k2}21 ` α´2{µ
˙
ď C
´
eNα}Aa1,k1 ´Aa2,k2}21 ` α´2{µ
¯
,
where N depends on n and µ. Next, we minimize the right hand-side of the above inequality with respect
to α. We need to take α sufficiently large. So, there exists a constant c ą 0 such that if 0 ă }Aa1,k1 ´
Aa2,k2}1 ă c, and
α “ 1
N
| log }Aa1,k1 ´Aa2,k2}1|,
then, we have the following estimation
}a}H´1pXr,˚q ď }a}H´1pRn`1q ď C
´
}Aa1,k1 ´Aa2,k2}1 ` | log }Aa1,k1 ´Aa2,k2}1|´2{µ
¯µ{2
ď C
´
}Aa1,k1 ´Aa2,k2}µ{21 ` | log }Aa1,k1 ´Aa2,k2}1|´1
¯
.
Let us now consider δ such that s ą n´12 ` δ. By using Sobolev’s interpolation inequality, we get
}a}L8pXr,˚q ď C}a}H n`12 `δpXr,˚q
ď C}a}1´β
H´1pXr,˚q}a}
β
Hs`1pXr,˚q
ď C}a}1´β
H´1pXr,˚q,
for some β P p0, 1q. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.4.
4.2. Determination of the absorption coefficients from boundary measurements and final observa-
tions. In this section, we prove Theorem 1.6. We will extend the stability estimates obtained in the first case
to a larger regionXr,7 Ą Xr,˚. We shall consider the geometric optics solutions constructed in Section 2, as-
sociated with a function φ` obeying Suppφ`p¨, θqXΩ “ H. Note that this time, we have more flexibility on
the choice of thr support of the function φ´ and we don’t need to assume that Suppφ´p¨, θq˘TθXΩ “ H
anymore. We recall that the measurements in this case are given by the following response operator
A˜a,k : Lp´ pΣ´q Ñ Kp`
f ÞÑ A˜a,kpfq “ pu|Σ` , upT, ¨, ¨qq,
associated to the problem (1.6) with u0 “ 0. We denote by
A˜ 1a,kpfq “ u|Σ` , A˜ 2a,kpfq “ upT, ¨, ¨q.
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Here we will find that the absorption coefficient a can be stably recovered in a larger region if we further
know the final data of the solution u of the linear Boltzmann equation (1.6). In the rest of this section, we
define a “ a2 ´ a1 in ΩT and a “ 0 on Rn`1zΩT . We shall first prove the following statement:
Lemma 4.6. Let paj , kjq P A7pM0q ˆ KpM1,M2q, j “ 1, 2. There exists C ą 0 such that for any
φ˘ P C80 pRn, CpSqq, with Supp φ˘p¨, θq XBp0, r{2q “ H, for all θ P S, the following estimate holds trueˇˇˇ ż
RnˆS
pφ`φ´qpy, θq
”
exp
´
´
ż T
0
aps, y ` sθq ds
¯
´ 1
ı
dθ dy
ˇˇˇ
ď C}A˜a1,k1 ´ A˜a2,k2}1}φ`}L1pRnˆSq}φ´}L8pRnˆSq.
Here C depends only on Ω, T , and Mi, i “ 0, 1, 2.
Proof. In view of Lemma 3.2, and using the fact that Supp φ`p¨, θq X Ω “ H, there exists a G.o solution
u`λ to the equation $&% Btu` θ ¨∇u` a2pt, xqu “ Lk2ruspt, x, θq in QT ,up0, x, θq “ 0 in Q,
in the following form
(4.28) u`λ pt, x, θq “ ϕ`λ pt, x, θqba2pt, x, θq ` ψ`λ pt, x, θq,
corresponding to the absorption coefficients a2 and the scattering coefficients k2, where the remainder term
ψ`λ pt, x, θq satisfies (3.19), (3.20). Next, we set the function
fλpt, x, θq :“ u`λ pt, x, θq|Σ´ “ ϕ`λ pt, x, θqba2pt, x, θq.
We denote by u1 the solution of$’’’&’’’%
Btu1 ` θ ¨∇u1 ` a1pt, xqu1 “ Lk1ru1s in QT ,
u1p0, x, θq “ 0 in Q,
u1pt, x, θq “ fλpt, x, θq on Σ´.
Putting u “ u1 ´ u`λ . Then, u is a solution to the following system
(4.29)
$’’’&’’’%
Btu` θ ¨∇u` a1pt, xqu “ Lk1rus ` apt, xqu`λ ´ Lkru`λ s in QT ,
up0, x, θq “ 0 in Q,
upt, x, θq “ 0 on Σ´.
On the other hand, Lemma 3.3 guarantees the existence of a G.O-solution u´λ to the adjoint problem
Btu` θ ¨∇u´ a1pt, xqu “ ´Lk˚1ruspt, x, θq in QT ,
corresponding to the coefficients a1 and k1, in the form
(4.30) u´λ pt, x, θq “ ϕ´λ pt, x, θqb´a1pt, x, θq ` ψ´λ pt, x, θq,
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where ψ´λ pt, x, θq satisfies (3.27), (3.28). We multiply the first equation of (4.29) by u´λ , and we integrate
by parts, we obtain
(4.31)
ż
QT
apt, xqu`λ u´λ dθdxdt´
ż
QT
Lkru`λ spt, x, θqu´λ pt, x, θqdθ dx dt
“
ż
Σ`
θ ¨ νpxqpA˜ 1a2,k2 ´ A˜ 1a1,k1qpfλqu´λ dθ dx dt`
ż
SˆΩ
pA˜ 2a2,k2 ´ A˜ 2a1,k1qpfλqu´λ pT, x, θq dθ dx.
By replacing u`λ and u
´
λ by their expressions, we obtainˇˇˇ ż
RnˆS
pφ`φ´qpy, θq
”
exp
´
´
ż T
0
aps, y ` sθqds
¯
´ 1
ı
dθdy
ˇˇˇ
ď C
”
}pA˜ 1a2,k2 ´ A˜ 1a1,k1qfλ}Lp` pΣ`q ` }pA˜ 2a2,k2 ´ A˜ 2a1,k1qfλ}LppQq}
ı ”
}u´λ }Lq` pΣ`q ` }u´λ pT q}LqpQq
ı
ď C}A˜a2,k2 ´ A˜a1,k1}p }fλ}Lp´ pΣ´q}z´λ }Kq` ,
where
z´λ “ pu´λ|Σ` , u´λ pT, ¨, ¨qq.
Then, by using (4.19) and (4.20) and the fact that
}u´λ pT, ¨, ¨q}LqpQq ď C
`}ϕ´λ pT, ¨, ¨q}LqpQq ` }ψ´λ pT, ¨, ¨q}LqpQq˘
ď C}φ˘}L8pRnˆSq.
(4.32)
We complete the proof of Lemma 4.6. 
Lemma 4.7. Let paj , kjq P A7pM0q ˆKpM1,M2q, j “ 1, 2, then there exists C ą 0 such that
(4.33) |Rpaqpθ, xq| ď C}A˜a1,k1 ´ A˜a2,k2}1, @ θ P S, x P Rn.
Proof. We consider φ˘, such that Suppφ˘p¨, θq XB `0, r2˘. Using Lemma 4.6 and repeating the arguments
used in Lemma 4.3, we obtain this estimate
(4.34)
ˇˇˇˇż
R
aps, y ` sθqds
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C}A˜a1,k1 ´ A˜a2,k2}1, @ θ P S, y R B
´
0,
r
2
¯
.
Let now y P B `0, r2˘, let us show that apt, y ` tθq “ 0, for any t P R. Indeed, we have
|y ` tθ| ě |t| ´ |y|.
So, we deduce that for all t ą r2 we have pt, y` tθq R Cr` . And if t ď r2 , we have also that pt, y` tθq R Cr` .
Since Xr,7 “ X X Cr` . We have pt, y ` tθq R Xr,7, for any t P R. Then using the fact that a “ a2 ´ a1 “ 0
outside Xr,7 we obtain,
(4.35)
ż
R
apt, y ` tθqdt “ 0, @ y P B
´
0,
r
2
¯
.
In light of (4.34) and (4.35), the proof of Lemma 4.7 is completed. Using the above result and in the same
way as in Section 4, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.6. 
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4.3. Determination of the absorption coefficient from boundary measurements and final observation
by varying the initial data. In this section we deal with the same problem treated in Section 4 and 5, except
our data will be the response of the medium for all possible initial data. As usual, we will prove Theorem
1.7 using geometric optics solutions constructed in Section 3 and X-ray transform. Let’s first recall the
definition of the operator Ia,k
Ia,k : Kp´ ÝÑ Kp`
g “ pf, u0q ÞÝÑ Ia,kpgq “ pu|Σ` , upT, ¨, ¨qq.
We denote by
I1a,kpgq “ u|Σ` , I2a,kpgq “ upT, ¨, ¨q.
Lemma 4.8. Let paj , kjq P ApM0q ˆKpM1,M2q, j “ 1, 2, then there exists C ą 0 such that
(4.36) |Rpaqpθ, xq| ď C}Ia1,k1 ´ Ia2,k2}1, @ θ P S, x P Rn.
Proof. Let φ˘ P C80 pRn, CpSqq. For λ sufficiently large, Lemma 3.3 guarantees the existence of G.O-
solution u`λ to
Btu` θ ¨∇u` a2pt, xqu “ Lk2ruspt, x, θq
in the following form
(4.37) u`λ pt, x, θq “ ϕ`λ pt, x, θqba2pt, x, θq ` ψ`λ pt, x, θq,
corresponding to the coefficients a2 and k2, here the remainder term ψ`λ pt, x, θq satisfies (3.19), (3.20).
Now, we denote by fλ the function
fλpt, x, θq :“ u`λ pt, x, θq|Σ´ “ ϕ`λ pt, x, θqba2pt, x, θq and u0px, θq “ u`λ p0, x, θq.
We remark here that u0 not necessary zero since (3.1) not necessary satisfied.
We denote by u1 the solution of$’’’&’’’%
Btu1 ` θ ¨∇u1 ` a1pt, xqu1 “ Lk1ru1s in QT ,
u1p0, x, θq “ u0px, θq in Q,
u1pt, x, θq “ fλpt, x, θq on Σ´.
Putting u “ u1 ´ u`λ . Then, u is a solution to the following system
(4.38)
$’’’&’’’%
Btu` θ ¨∇u` a1pt, xqu “ Lk1rus ` apt, xqu`λ ´ Lkru`λ s in QT ,
up0, x, θq “ 0 in Q,
upt, x, θq “ 0 on Σ´,
where a “ a2 ´ a1 and k “ k2 ´ k1. Applying Lemma 3.3, once more for λ large enough, we may find a
G.O-solution u´λ to the backward problem of (1.6)
Btu` θ ¨∇u´ a1pt, xqu “ ´Lk˚1ruspt, x, θq,
corresponding to the coefficients a1 and k1, in the form
(4.39) u´λ pt, x, θq “ ϕ´λ pt, x, θqb´a1pt, x, θq ` ψ´λ pt, x, θq,
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where ψ´λ pt, x, θq satisfies (3.27), (3.28). Multiplying the equation (4.38) by u´λ , integrating by parts and
using Green’s formula, we get
(4.40)
ż
QT
apt, xqu`λ u´λ dθdxdt´
ż
QT
Lkru`λ spt, x, θqu´λ pt, x, θqdθ dx dt
“
ż
Σ`
θ ¨ νpxqpI1a2,k2 ´ I1a1,k1qpgλqu´λ dθ dx dt`
ż
SˆRn
pI2a2,k2 ´ I2a1,k1qpgλqu´λ pT, x, θq dθ dx,
where
gλ “ pu`λ|Σ´ , u`λ p0, ¨, ¨qq.
Now, replacing u`λ and u
´
λ by their expressions and proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 4.6, we getˇˇˇ ż
RnˆS
pφ`φ´qpy, θq
”
exp
´
´
ż T
0
aps, y ` sθq ds
¯
´ 1
ı
dθ dy
ˇˇˇ
ď C}Ia2,k2 ´ Ia1,k1}1}φ`}L1pRnˆSq}φ´}L8pRnˆSq.
Now, in order to complete the proof of Lemma 4.8, it will be enough to fix y P Rn, consider φ` defined as
before, and proceed as in the proof of Lemma 4.7. By repeating the arguments used in the previous sections,
we complete the proof of Theorem 1.7. 
5. IDENTIFICATION OF THE SCATTERING COEFFICIENT
Let ω P S and φj P C80 pBrq, j “ 1, 2. Moreover, let %hpω, ¨q defined by (4.1). Selecting
φ`py, θq “ %hpω, θqφ1pyq, φ´py, θq “ %h1pω, θqφ2pyq.
Moreover, we denote
ϕ`h,λpt, x, θq “ ϕ1,hpt, x, θqeiλpt´x¨θq, ϕ´h1,λpt, x, θq “ ϕ2,h1pt, x, θqe´iλpt´x¨θq,
where
ϕ1,hpt, x, θq “ %hpω, θqφ1px´ tθq, ϕ2,h1pt, x, θq “ %h1pω, θqφ2px´ tθq.
Finally, we set
bapt, x, θq “ exp
ˆ
´
ż t
0
aps, x´ sθqds
˙
, pt, x, θq P Rˆ Rn ˆ S,
where we have extended a by 0 outside Ω.
By Lemma 3.2, the following system
(5.1)
Btu` θ ¨∇u` a2pt, xqu “ Lk2ruspt, x, θq inQT ,
up0, x, θq “ 0 inQ,
has a solution of the form
u`h,λpt, x, θq “ ϕ`h,λpt, x, θqba2pt, x, θq ` ψ`h,λpt, x, θq,
satisfying
u P Cpr0, T s;WppQqq X C1pr0, T s;LppQqq,
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where ψ`h,λ satisfies
(5.2)
$’’’&’’’%
Btψ`h,λ ` θ ¨∇ψ`h,λ ` a2pt, xqψ`h,λ “ Lk2rψ`h,λs ` Lk2rϕ`h,λba2spt, x, θq in QT ,
ψ`h,λp0, x, θq “ 0, in Q,
ψ`h,λpt, x, θq “ 0 on Σ´.
We denote by u1,h the solution of$’’’&’’’%
Btu1,h ` θ ¨∇u1,h ` a1pt, xqu1,h “ Lk1ru1,hs in QT ,
u1,hp0, x, θq “ 0 in Q
u1,hpt, x, θq “ fh,λpt, x, θq :“ u`h,λpt, x, θq on Σ´.
Putting u “ u1,h ´ u`h,λ. Then, u is a solution to the following system
(5.3)
$’’’&’’’%
Btu` θ ¨∇u` a1pt, xqu “ Lk1rus ` apt, xqu`h,λ ´ Lkru`h,λs in QT ,
up0, x, θq “ 0 in Q,
upt, x, θq “ 0 on Σ´,
where a “ a2 ´ a1 and k “ k2 ´ k1. On the other hand by Lemma 3.3, the following system
Btu` θ ¨∇u´ a1pt, xqu “ ´Lk˚1ruspt, x, θq in QT ,
upT, x, θq “ 0 in Q,
has a solution of the form
u´h1,λpt, x, θq “ ϕ´h1,λpt, x, θqb´a1pt, x, θq ` ψ´h1,λpt, x, θq,
satisfying
u P Cpr0, T s;WqpQqq X C1pr0, T s;LqpQqq,
where ψ´h1,λ satisfies
(5.4)
$’’’&’’’%
Btψ´h1,λ ` θ ¨∇ψ´h1,λ ´ a1pt, xqψ´h1,λ “ ´Lk˚1rψ´h1,λs ´ Lk˚1rϕ´h1,λba1spt, x, θq in QT ,
ψ´h1,λpT, x, θq “ 0, in Q,
ψ´h1,λpt, x, θq “ 0 on Σ`.
Multiplying the first equation of (5.3) by u´λ , using Green’s formula and integrating by parts, we find
(5.5)
ż
QT
apt, xqu`h,λ u´h1,λ dθdxdt´
ż
QT
Lkru`h,λspt, x, θqu´h1,λpt, x, θqdθ dx dt
“
ż
Σ`
θ ¨ νpxqpAa2,k2 ´Aa1,k1qpfh,λqu´h1,λ dθ dx dt.
Since we are assuming that Aa1,k1 “ Aa2,k2 , then from Corollary 1.5 we have a1 “ a2 in Xr,˚ and we get
a1 “ a2 in ΩT . As a consequence, the identity (5.5) is reduced toż
QT
Lkru`h,λspt, x, θqu´h1,λpt, x, θqdθ dx dt “ 0.
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By changing u`λ and u
´
λ by their expressions, we find
(5.6) ´
ż
QT
Lkrϕ`h,λba2spt, x, θqϕ´h1,λpt, x, θqb´a1pt, x, θqdθ dx dt
“
ż
QT
Lkrψ`h,λspt, x, θqϕ´h1,λpt, x, θqb´a1pt, x, θqdθ dx dt
`
ż
QT
Lkrϕ`h,λba2spt, x, θqψ´h1,λpt, x, θqdθ dx dt
`
ż
QT
Lkrψ`h,λspt, x, θqψ´h1,λpt, x, θqdθ dx dt.
We denote the left and the right terms of (5.6) by
(5.7) Gλ,h,h1pωq “
ż
QT
Lkrϕ`h,λba2spt, x, θqϕ´h1,λpt, x, θqb´a1pt, x, θqdθ dx dt,
and
(5.8) Iλ,h,h1pωq “
ż
QT
Lkrψ`h,λspt, x, θqϕ´h1,λpt, x, θqb´a1pt, x, θqdθ dx dt
`
ż
QT
Lkrϕ`h,λba2spt, x, θqψ´h1,λpt, x, θqdθ dx dt `
ż
QT
Lkrψ`h,λspt, x, θqψ´h1,λpt, x, θqdθ dx dt.
Lemma 5.1. Let ω P S and ψ`h,λ the unique solution to (5.2). We denote by ζ`λ,ω be the solution of the
following problem
(5.9)
$’’’&’’’%
Btζ`λ,ω ` θ ¨∇ζ`λ,ω ` a2pt, xqζ`λ,ω “ Lk2rζ`λ,ωs ` k2px, θ, ωqϕ`λ pt, x, ωqba2pt, x, ωq in QT ,
ζ`λ,ωp0, x, θq “ 0 in Q,
ζ`λ,ωpt, x, θq “ 0 on Σ´,
where ϕ`λ is given by (3.4). Then we have
(5.10) lim
hÑ1
›››ψ`h,λ ´ ζ`λ,ω›››
L2pQT q
“ 0,
Moreover, we get
(5.11) lim
hÑ1
›››Lk2rψ`h,λs ´ Lk2rζ`λ,ωs›››
L2pQT q
“ 0.
Proof. We denote wh,λpt, x, θq “ ψ`h,λ ´ ζ`λ,ω, then we get
(5.12)
$’’’&’’’%
Btwh,λ ` θ ¨∇wh,λ ` a2pt, xqwh,λ “ Lk2rwh,λs ` Lk2rϕ`h,λba2s ´ Sλ,ωpt, x, θq in QT ,
wh,λp0, x, θq “ 0 in Q,
wh,λpt, x, θq “ 0 on Σ´,
where
Sλ,ωpt, x, θq “ k2px, θ, ωqϕ`λ pt, x, ωqba2pt, x, ωq.
Then we get by Lemma 1.2
}wh,λ}L2pQT q ď C
›››Lk2rϕ`h,λba2s ´ Sλ,ω›››
L2pQT q
,
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where C is a constant depending only on Ω, T . Moreover, we have by (4.4)
lim
hÑ1Lk2rpϕ
`
h,λqba2spt, x, θq “ Sλ,ωpt, x, θq, inL2pSq.
We deduce that
lim
hÑ1
›››Lk2rpϕ`h,λba2s ´ Sλ,ω›››
L2pQT q
“ 0,
which implies that
lim
hÑ1
›››ψ`h,λ ´ ζ`λ,ω›››
L2pQT q
“ 0.
This completes the proof of Lemma.
We prove by proceeding as the proof of Lemma 5.1 the flowing Lemma.

Lemma 5.2. Let ω P S and ψ´h1,λ the unique solution to (5.4). Let ζ´λ,ω be the solution of the following
problem
(5.13)
$’’’&’’’%
Btζ´ ` θ ¨∇ζ´ ´ a1pt, xqζ´ “ ´Lk˚1rζ´s ´ k1px, θ, ωqϕ´λ pt, x, ωqba1pt, x, ωq in QT ,
ζ´pT, x, θq “ 0 in Q,
ζ´pt, x, θq “ 0 on Σ`,
where ϕ´λ is given by (3.4). Then we have
(5.14) lim
h1Ñ1
›››ψ´h1,λ ´ ζ´λ,ω›››L2pQT q “ 0.
Moreover, we get
(5.15) lim
h1Ñ1
›››Lk˚1rψ´h1,λs ´ Lk˚1rζ´λ,ωs›››L2pQT q “ 0.
Lemma 5.3. Let Gλ,h,h1 and Iλ,h,h1 , are given respectively by (5.7) and (5.8). Then, we have
lim
hÑ1
h1Ñ1
Gλ,h,h1pωq “ Gpωq, @ω P S,
and
lim
hÑ1
h1Ñ1
Iλ,h,h1pωq “ Iλpωq, @ω P S,
where G and Iλ are respectively given by
Gpωq “
ż T
0
ż
Ω
kpx, ω, ωqφ1px´ tωqφ2px´ tωqdxdt,(5.16)
(5.17) Iλpωq “
ż T
0
ż
Ω
´
Lkrζ`λ,ωsφ2px´ tωqb´a1e´iλpt´ω¨xq ` Lk˚rζ´λ,ωsφ1px´ tωqba2eiλpt´ω¨xq
¯
dx dt
`
ż
QT
Lkrζ`λ,ωsζ´λ,ωdθ dx dt.
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Proof. By replacing ϕ`h,λ and ϕ
´
h1,λ and by using (4.2) and (4.3), we obtain
|Lkrϕ`h,λba2spt, x, θqϕ´h1,λpt, x, θqb´a1pt, x, θq| ď Cp1´ h1q1´n,
where C depend on n, T and Mi, i “ 0, 1, 2. Therefore, by using (4.4) and Lebesgue’s Theorem, one gets
(5.18) lim
hÑ1
ż
QT
Lkrϕ`h,λba2spt, x, θq%h1pω, θqφ2px´ tθqe´iλpt´x¨θqb´a1pt, x, θqdθ dx dt “ Gλ,h1pωq.
where
Gλ,h1pωq “
ż
QT
kpx, θ, ωqφ1px´ tωqe´iλx¨ωba2pt, x, ωq%h1pω, θqφ2px´ tθqeiλx¨θb´a1pt, x, θqdθ dx dt.
By a similar way, we obtain that
lim
h1Ñ1Gλ,h1pωq “ Gpωq, @ω P S,
where we have used a2 “ a1.
We may write Iλ,h,h1pωq as Iλ,h,h1pωq “ I1λ,h,h1pωq ` I2λ,h,h1pωq ` I3λ,h,h1pωq, where
I1λ,h,h1pωq “
ż
QT
Lkrψ`h,λspt, x, θqϕ´h1,λpt, x, θqb´a1pt, x, θqdθ dx dt
“
ż
QT
Lk1rψ`h,λspt, x, θq%h1pω, θqφ2px´ tθqe´iλpt´x¨θqb´a1pt, x, θqdθ dx dt,
I2λ,h,h1pωq “
ż
QT
Lkrϕ`h,λba2spt, x, θqψ´h1,λpt, x, θqdθ dx dt
“
ż
QT
Lkr%hpω, θqφ1px´ tθqeiλpt´x¨θqba2spt, x, θqψ´h1,λpt, x, θqdθ dx dt,
I3λ,h,h1pωq “
ż
QT
Lkrψ`h,λspt, x, θqψ´h1,λpt, x, θqdθ dx dt.
Taking the limit as hÑ 1 in the above expressions, we get from Lemma 5.1 and (4.4)
lim
hÑ1 I
1
λ,h,h1pωq “
ż
QT
Lkrζ`λ,ωspt, x, θq%h1pω, θqφ2px´ tθqe´iλpt´x¨θqb´a1pt, x, θqdθ dx dt,
lim
hÑ1 I
2
λ,h,h1pωq “
ż
QT
kpx, θ, ωqφ1px´ tωqeiλpt´x¨ωqba2pt, x, ωqψ´h1,λpt, x, θqdθ dx dt,
lim
hÑ1 I
3
λ,h,h1pωq “
ż
QT
Lkrζ`λ,ωspt, x, θqψ´h1,λpt, x, θqdθ dx dt.
We repeat the same procedure with h1 Ñ 1 to obtain lim
hÑ1
h1Ñ1
Iλ,h,h1pωq “ Iλpωq, for anyω P S.
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 5.4. Let Iλ given by (5.17). Then, we have
lim
λÑ8 Iλpωq “ 0, @ω P S.
Proof. By using the fact that ζ˘λ,ω á 0 in L2pΩq and that the integral operator Lk is compact, we get
lim
λÑ8
›››Lkrζ`λ,ωspt, ¨, θq›››
L2pΩq
“ lim
λÑ8
›››Lk˚rζ´λ,ωspt, ¨, θq›››
L2pΩq
“ 0, @t P p0, T q, θ P S.
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The Lebesgue Theorem implies that
lim
λÑ8
›››Lkrζ`λ,ωs›››
L2pQT q
“ lim
λÑ8
›››Lk˚rζ´λ,ωs›››
L2pQT q
“ 0.
This complete the proof. 
We are now in position to prove our main result.
Since we have by (5.6), that Gλ,h,h1pωq “ Iλ,h,h1pωq for all ω P S, we take the limit in h, h1 and λ and we
get, from Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, thatż T
0
ż
Rn
kpx, ω, ωqφ1px´ tωqφ2px´ tωqdxdt “ 0.
where k is extended by 0 outside Ω. Since kjpx, ω, ωq “ ρjpxqκpω, ωq, j “ 1, 2, where κ P L8pS ˆ Sq
and κpω, ωq ‰ 0 a.e on S. Using the change of variables, y “ x´ tω, for ρ “ ρ2 ´ ρ1, we getż T
0
ż
Rn
ρpy ` tωqκpω, ωqφ1pyqφ2pyqdydt “ 0, @φ1, φ2 P C80 pBrq, @ω P S.
Put φ1pxq “ φ2pxq, we obtain
(5.19)
ż T
0
ż
Rn
ρpy ` tωqκpω, ωqφ21pyqdydt “ 0, @φ1 P C80 pBrq, @ω P S.
Now, we consider a non negative function φ0 P C80 pBp0, 1qq such that }φ0}L2pRnq “ 1. We define
φhpxq “ h´n{2φ0
ˆ
x´ y
h
˙
,
where y P Br. Then, for h ą 0 sufficiently small we obtain
Suppφh X Ω “ H. pSuppφh ˘ Tθq X Ω “ H.
We rewrite (5.19) with φ1 “ φh, we deduce that
lim
hÞÑ0
ż
Rn
φ2hpxqκpω, ωq
ˆż T
0
ρpx` tωq dt
˙
dx “ κpω, ωq
ż T
0
ρpy ` tωq dt “ 0, @ω P S, @y P Br.
Using the fact that κpω, ωq ‰ 0, we obtainż T
0
ρpy ` tωq dt “ 0, @ω P S, @y P Br.
Then we have, that ż T
´T
ρpy ` tωq dt “ 0, @ω P S, @y P Br.
Using that T ą 2r and Supppρq Ă Bp0, r{2q, we can find
(5.20)
ż
R
ρpy ` tωq dt “ 0, @ω P S, @y P Rn.
We now turn our attention to the Fourier transform of ρ. Let ξ P ωK. In light of (5.20), we getż
ωK
ż
R
e´ix¨ξρpy ` tωq dt dσ “ 0, @ω P S, @y P Rn.
where dσ is the pn ´ 1q-dimensional standard volume on ωK. By the change of variable x “ y ` tω P
ωK ‘ Rω “ Rn, dy “ dt dσ, we have
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pρpξq “ ż
Rn
e´ix¨ξρpxqdx “ 0, @ξ P ωK, @ω P S.
Hence, by the injectivity of the Fourier transform we get the desired result. This ends the proof.
APPENDIX A.
Lemma A.1. Let p ě 1 and pa, kq P ApM0q ˆKpM1,M2q, v P LppQT q and u0 P LppQq. We consider the
following problem
(A.1)
$’’’&’’’%
Btu` θ ¨∇u` apt, xqu “ Lkrus ` v in p0, T q ˆQ,
up0, x, θq “ u0 in S ˆ Ω,
upt, x, θq “ fpt, x, θq on Σ´,
where f P Lp´ pΣ´q. Then, there is a constant C ą 0 such that
(A.2) }upt, ¨, ¨q}LppQq ` }u}Lp` pΣ`q ď Cp}u0}LppQq ` }f}Lp´ pΣ´q ` }v}LppQT qq, @ t P p0, T q.
Proof. Multiplying the first equation of (A.1) by the complex conjugate of |u|p´2u, integrating it over Q
and taking its real part, we get:
Re
ż
Q
pBtuptq|uptq|p´2uptq ` θ ¨∇uptq|uptq|p´2uptq ` apt, xquptq|uptq|p´2uptqqdθdx
“ Re
ż
Q
Lkrusptq|uptq|p´2uptqdθdx` Re
ż
Q
vptq|uptq|p´2uptqdθdx.
Then, we have
1
p
d
dt
ż
Q
|uptq|pdθdx` 1
p
ż
Q
divpθ|uptq|pqdθdx`
ż
Q
apt, xq|uptq|pdθdx
“ Re
ż
Q
Lkrusptq|uptq|p´2uptqdθdx` Re
ż
Q
vptq|uptq|p´2uptqdθdx.
Then by Gauss identity, we get
(A.3)
1
p
d
dt
ż
Q
|uptq|pdθdx` 1
p
ż
Γ`
θ ¨ νpxq|uptq|pdθdx` 1
p
ż
Γ´
θ ¨ νpxq|uptq|pdθdx
`
ż
Q
apt, xq|uptq|pdθdx “ Re
ż
Q
pLkrusptq|uptq|p´2uptqdθdx` Re
ż
Q
vptq|uptq|p´2uptqdθdx.
By (3.6) and Ho¨lder’s inequality, we getż
Q
|Lkruptqs||uptq|p´1dxdθ ď
ˆż
Q
|Lkruptqs|pdxdθ
˙ 1
p
ˆż
Q
|uptq|pp´1qqdxdθ
˙ 1
q
ď Cp}uptq}LppQq
ˆż
Q
|uptq|pdxdθ
˙1´ 1
p
ď Cp}uptq}LppQq}uptq}pp1´
1
p
q
LppQq
ď Cp}uptq}pLppQq,
(A.4)
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where Cp “M1{q1 M1{p2 with 1p ` 1q “ 1. On the other hand Young inequality implies
(A.5)
ż
Q
|vptq||uptq|p´1dθdx ď 1
p
}vptq}pLppQq `
1
q
}uptq}pLppQq .
Then, we obtain
1
p
d
dt
ż
Q
|uptq|pdθdx` 1
p
ż
Γ`
|θ ¨ νpxq||uptq|pdθdx ď 1
p
ż
Γ´
|θ ¨ νpxq||fptq|pdθdx` Cp}uptq}pLppQq
` }a}L8pQq}uptq}pLppQq `
1
p
}vptq}pLppQq `
1
q
}uptq}pLppQq ,
(A.6)
we conclude
d
dt
}uptq}pLppQq ď
ż
Γ´
|θ ¨ νpxq||fptq|pdθdx` C1}uptq}pLppQq ` }vptq}pLppQq .
Now, integrating this last inequality over p0, tq, we get
(A.7) }uptq}pLppQq ď }f}pLp´ pΣ´q ` }v}
p
LppQT q ` }u0}
p
LppQq ` C1
ż t
0
}upsq}pLppQqds.
By using Gro¨nwall’s inequality, we get
(A.8) }uptq}pLppQq ď CT
´
}f}p
Lp´ pΣ´q ` }v}
p
LppQT q ` }u0}
p
LppQq
¯
.
By integrating (A.6) over p0, T q, we get
(A.9)
1
p
}upT q}pLppQq´
1
p
}u0}pLppQq`
1
p
ż T
0
}upsq}p
LppΓ`;dξqds ď
1
p
ż T
0
}fpsq}p
LppΓ´;dξqds`C1
ż T
0
}upsq}pLppQqds.
Therefore by using (A.8), we get
(A.10) }u}p
Lp` pΣ`q ď C
´
}f}p
Lp´ pΣ´q ` }v}
p
LppQT q ` }u0}
p
LppQq
¯
.
In light of (A.8) and (A.10), the proof of Lemma (A.1) is completed. 
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